(Wi/6t)e0.1 normally on the right-hand side of these equations, apparently justifying themselves by the fact that the plasma is "sufficiently dilute." But the dilute condition of the plasma in no way suffices to make (bfi/bt)Xin negligible in their effect on the motion of the plasma.
The Transport Equations Used by (R & R).-This paper is a criticism of a paper by Rosenbluth and Rostoker. 1 That paper will be denoted henceforth by (R & R), and we shall use the notation of that paper. Numerous other papers and books accept the conclusions of (R & R) and are therefore also the subjects of my criticism.
(R & R) write for the "collision-free" transport equations of a plasma
Of.
Fi
-at + v Vfi + -i.Vjf =O (R & R 4) at mi with i = 1 for electrons and i = 2 for ions. They thereby neglect the terms (Wi/6t)e0.1 normally on the right-hand side of these equations, apparently justifying themselves by the fact that the plasma is "sufficiently dilute." But the dilute condition of the plasma in no way suffices to make (bfi/bt)Xin negligible in their effect on the motion of the plasma.
When the single transport equation is written for a gas of uncharged particles, then the reduction of "collisions" by "sufficient dilution" will justify the elimination of the (6fi4/t),01n from the equation. But when the gas is made up of two types of particles, oppositely charged, the relative motion of the one type to that of the other type can give rise to forces per particle which do not vanish with the density of the gas. The motion of one type of particles relative to the other gives rise to microscopic high frequency electromagnetic fields which will react upon the other particles with a force per particle which will not approach zero as the density of the particles approaches zero, so long as the plasma as such has a physical mean- Let p be the density, p = nm2. Let 4 be the gravitational potential. Then the following equations are the equivalent of the two transport equations (R & R 4 corrected).
The terms arising from (bf1/2t)0011 and (bf2/bt),on in (R & R 4 corrected) appear only in equation (2) as -(c/en) P12. It is proportional to j but the factor of proportionality is very different from q, the local resistivity of the plasma. That is nearly zero by the low density of the plasma. Application of (1) and (2) to a Simple Problem.-Apply (1) and (2) to the circular distribution of a high-temperature plasma within a circular long straight insulating tube whose walls are kept cold enough to condense all ions which reach them. Let an external longitudinal magnetomotive force be applied at the wall of the tube, so that B, = Bo there.
We will take b equal to zero, and we will assume mCc2/ne2 5j/8t to be negligible compared to the other terms of equation (2). Then writing the r and 0 components of (1) and (2) (6) en Equation (6) tells us that (c/en)P12e = -v2,B, is proportional to Bz and is large compared to any effect due to direct "collisions" of electrons with positive ions which we keep small by a low-enough density of the plasma. Equation (4) tells us that the convective rate of change of the moment of momen-tum is zero. If at any time v2e = 0 then at all times later v20 0. Let us assume then that V2 = 0 at all times.
Eliminate jeB, from the two equations (3) and (5). We then get
Study of this equation shows that Er which must only make v2r = vi7 and (V -P2), which from its definition can only depend on the r distribution of v2,, n, and the local temperature will be independent of the magnitude of the magnetic field impressed at the wall of the tube. A change in Bo will cause a change in (V-pi) which will just be balanced by the change in jeBz. The containment time of the plasma will be independent of Bo and will be the same as for Bo -0.
Conclusion and Applications.-The two "collision-free" transport equations of a plasma do not have mutual interaction terms equal to zero although the plasma may be dilute enough to make actual "collisions" a rare possibility. These interaction terms make it impossible to contain a high-temperature plasma in a simply connected container kept at a low temperature.
These results are more nearly consistent with the findings of Lehnert.3 They also are entirely consistent with the numerous results obtained with the Ionic Centrifuge4 with the end plates at negative voltage and the cylinder floating.
I Rosenbluth, M. N., and N. Rostoker, Phys. Fluids, 2, 23 (1959 As our knowledge of the functional and pathological aspects of lymphoid systems in their central role in immunity and leukemia increases, the klck of understanding of the primary differentiative mechanism leading to the formation of such systems becomes limiting. Thus we find that theories of antibody formation as well as of leukemia etiology hinge ultimately on hypothetical differentiative mechanisms which are neither established from lymphoid systems nor generally valid for any differentiating system as yet analyzed in multicellular organisms.
We have recently reported that the embryonic mouse thymus, isolated as an epithelial rudiment prior to lymphoid differentiation, can develop into a lymphoid system upon isolation in tissue culture1 as well as after transplantation to the anterior chamber of adult mouse eyes.2 The present paper concerns itself entirely with grafts grown for seven days in the anterior eye chamber, and takes into consideration the genetic constitution of donor and host tissues. The experiments
